We have developed microsecond timing and profiling software that runs on standard Windows [1] and Linux based operating systems. This software is orders of magnitudes better than most of the standard native functions in wide use.
I. INTRODUCTION
Pentium II [2] and subsequent version processors as well as some AMD[3] compatible CPU's have a 64 bit register that counts the number of CPU clock cycles, or ticks of the CPU clock since boot time. This counter can be read with a non-privileged ring three or user mode ReaD Time Stamp Counter, RDTSC [4] instruction with which we have achieved very consistent timing results on desktop machines. Yes, even at >= 3 GHz: 1 count =1 tick. Laptops that vary the CPU clock may not be candidates for these techniques.
We have developed two similar software libraries: one for Windows is callable from C or VBA, Visual Basic for Applications and Excel [4] , and another for Linux in C or Tcl via CRITCL [5] for Linux.
From C the RDTSC instruction is extremely low overhead with resolution that increases as a function of the clock to the CPU. The higher the CPU clock, the greater the resolution: on a -1 GHz CPU there will be -1,000 ticks per gs and on -3 GHz CPU there will be -3,000 ticks in one gs. On the latter machine, RDTSC, when put into an inline C function and profiled, takes -500 clock ticks or less than two tenths of a gs. C called from Visual Basic for Applications, VBA and Excel, may take -1.2-1.6 gs the first instance and only -0.8 gs during subsequent instances on a 2. 
III. PROFILING
Because of its low latency and high granularity, RDTSC is very good at profiling. One can use it to profile code directly without averaging. One must be aware of things like CPU caching that generally may make the first call longer than the subsequent (presumably) cache hit call. Also when doing many successive calls, some may be quite a bit longer than the rest if the profiled call was preempted. Due to the high granularity of RDTSC, one must be careful interpreting the results. If an average time is desired, one must remember to write explicit code to compute the average.
IV. CALIBRATION
Calibrating the CPU clock in terms of time is essential for code portability between multiple test stations. We Fig. 5 . Many similar Parallel Port Trigger Pulses with tuning argument to subtract out this routine's overhead. another gs added to the delay (3 gs delay requested). Thus, we have moved from a "guaranteed minimum" to an Note that no pulse ends before the 2nd marker and that the average around a target. This is perfect for shutter control. markers are 1 gs apart.
After the first caching call, which is usually -60-100 gs too long, and after tuning the delay on that machine, we can achieve the accuracy shown on the scope trace in the lower right. A last tip is to trap negative polling requests to our delay routines that use RDTSC to prevent waiting for 64 bits of ticks (equivalent to -150-190 years on our -3 GHz machine). 
